


ABOUT THIS COLLECTION 

This Highland collection brings the best of the outdoors in to your home. 

Abounding with texture, patterns and a hint of glitter, these wallpapers 

are easy living designs perfect to create a cosy and relaxing feel in any 

room. Flowers to forests, tweed to glitter your home can become an 

enchanted heaven or a tranquil escape. 



Highland Plank

The Highland Plank wallpaper creates a cosy country  

living space. The subtle forest and handsome stags 

are the perfect back drop to any room in the home.  

104046



Mystical Forest 
This striking mystical forest wallpaper is 

brought to life by its iridescent effect. Adds a 

sophisticated, delicate & feminine touch to any 

room

105827



Summer Garden
An all over wallpaper design featuring an elegant repeat 

of florals on a light or dark backdrop. This print really is 

a showstopper, catching the light from all directions as 

it’s printed with mica in order to give it a luxurious 

finish, this would look great as a feature wall or on all 

four walls.



104895 106372



Country Tartan
Country Tartan is a contemporary take on the 

timeless tweed design. The subtle texture and 

highlights of metallic makes it the perfect choice 

for creating a cosy sanctuary inspired by the 

Highlands. 



106570

104804

106572 104892

106571 105825



Scandi Leaf
Scandi style is an easy to achieve look that can 

make any room feel warm and fresh in an 

instant. Working as the backdrop to a 

contemporary setting, this Scandi Leaf wallpaper 

helps to get the look and provides consistent 

harmony in your space.



104871

103170

103171

103172

105135



Aura

Flawlessly simple, this delicate sprig motif 

design stretches over a textured neutral base 

for the ultimate in easy living wallpaper. For a 

touch of luxury the grey, yellow and natural 

colourways have subtle glitter highlights



33-302

33-304

105747

33-301

106575



Branches
This elegant wallpaper is a classic, yet 

beautifully organic design inspired by 

trees and nature. The natural and 

easy living colours bring an graceful 

yet subtle back drop to any room.



106574 106158



Whimsical
Whimsical is a stylish repeating tree print 

featuring a soft texture and a hint of glitter. 

This wallpaper is perfect for a bedroom, 

living room or kitchen diner to add design to 

your home.



105826 105786



HALO
This simple organic texture is lightly sprinkled with soft 

glitters to coordinate with other designs from the 

Highland collection.



33-294 33-292 100255



Pixie Dust
Introducing Pixie Dust our sophisticated glitter wallpaper. 

Available in 3 colourways, Pixie Dust is a sure conversation 

starter. Perfect for both a striking feature wall or for a whole 

room.



106388 106374 106375



Hessian
No interior décor is complete without the 

addition of texture. In 3 muted 

colourways, the Hessian textured 

wallpaper is the perfect choice for 

keeping a neutral colour palette while 

lifting the overall scheme of a rooms. This 

design is also ideal for accompanying 

feature wall designs in the Highland 

collection.



106573 104872 10873



No. Skus: 33

No. Designs: 11

Substrate: Non-woven

Brand: Superfresco Easy

Currency: Jan 2019- Jan 2021




